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Settle matters quickly with your aduersav who is taking you to
court. LPo it while you are still wit% him on the way, or he may
nd you over to the Judge and the Judge may h m d you over to
the oficer, and you may be thrown in prison, I tell you the truth,
you will not get out until you have paid your last penny.

-Matthew 5:25-26
Mediation and alternative dis ute resolution processes have
rs;' however, in the midst of
enjoyed epic growth in recent
this growth, some serious et ical quandries have surfaced for the
attorneymediator. If the ediation process is to continue to
manner, obligations of the
and flourish in a produ
ear for thk protection of the
ey-mediator must be ma
eess. This Article addresses
mediator, the parties, and th
ediators today: the conflict
one crucial issue facing attor
eien confidentiality and professional responsibility in the
process must be confidential to work
ef"fec~vely,and most states have enacted legislation granting
confidentiality to the mediation p r o ~ e s s However,
.~
the vast majority of these confidentiality rules are in direct conflict with
attorney rules of professional conduct that require attorneys to
report misconduct by fellow attorneys to disciplinary authorities.
Attorney-mediators are placed in an intolerable conflict when
1I.B. For definitions of corn

they must choose
mediation confide
ing r@quirmem;tts.

flict.

11. THEMEDUTIOM
diation Defined
Mediation has been defined in many different ways. In
essence, mediation is a process where a "neutral third party w
has no authoritative decision-ma
disputo or negotiation "to assist d
reaching their own mutually acceptable" a
involves moving parties from focusing on
asitions to inventing options that will meet the primary
all parties. The concept of selfdetermination, which
gives pa&les control over the resolution of their own dispute, is
of major importance to the mediation p r o ~ e s sIt
. ~is thought t h a t
self-debrminatian enhances commitment to the settlement
terms because parties make decisions themselves instea
having a resolution imposed upon them by an authoritative third
party.$

ation has mats in ancient eiviXi~ations.~
In the United
tates, mediation ea

gaversmaent.'
eceauy, mediation has
ams being established in.
meciiatlank growth can be fo

de alternative

te resolution sesvi~es.'~

nt1y,l1 but certain aspects are
ediator makes an
the room." The
parties then have an opportunity to speak t o each other in a

Media tion mod
common t o almost

meet with parties in
an ag-reement betwe

diation Process

e mediation process differs from the litigation process in
many ways that can be beneficial to the parties. One particularly
unique attribute of the mediation process is that i t is futureoriented, concentrating on ways to resolve disputes between
parties by focusing an what can happen in the future. ??hisis
pposite to the litigation process, which focuses on t h e
t happened? Who broke the rules?
o incurred liabilto the past and
their negligence? While judges 1
apply sets of rules to resolve disputes in one party's favor, mediators look to the future, searching for ways t h a t parties can
come to common ground and find a lasting ~olution.'~
The mediation process also offers tremendous flexibility t o
ixlg them to formulate settlement options be1 purview of the court system. For example,
in an employment disedmination lawsuit, a court would typically
be concerned with issues of financial liability. However, in rnedi-

rs such as relationships, reputations,
legal mat-.
See generally ROGER
hlENT WITHOW G
~ IN 95-144
G
42d
F A PRESIDENT (1982).

le cost to Xiti-

attributes of the

to gartieipantp,, bad
cases creates cam
ven on a small

iality in the Mediation System
heart of the mediation process.
as effective if the parties were not
ent litigation. It is therefore?
ess that parties freely disclose

. Thus the mediator plays
er, "the mediator .

The Gentler Way, 41 S.D.L. RE

ould likely place a

. . acts

process is to work, [parties must] fully disclose to the mediator
their needs and tactics-not only those that have been publicly
revealed, but alljro their private views and internal arrangements."" ln addition, the court noted the essential nature of "ex
parte 'frank, confidential discussion[s]' with all

23. Confusion. Over

Despib cage law
deal of confusion exi
ella of "eonfidentiaEity in
field, as to what fall
mediation."33Due to the many definitions f confidentiality, i t is
unclear which definition applies in whic circumstance. Webabr's Dictionary defines confidendialiQ as "marked by intimacy
to confide," ox "private, secret i n f ~ r m a t i o n . " ~ ~
other hand, are likely to view con5
pective, inquiring whether inform
exclusions, discove limitations, %or1jwdicia1 or statutory laws of pri~ilegee."~"
ding to the confusion over the meaning of confidentiality
iation is the fact that nearly every jurisdiction in the
United States has different statu
or local court rules estabcular mediation programslishing the parameters of their p
Also, many states do not have n single mediation statute covering all mediation proceedings in the respective state.96 Rather,
jurisdictions often have a multitude of statutes enacted on a n ad
hoc basis as mediation programs develop.37Frequently, eenfidentiality statutes within the same state will give differing coverage
and exceptions to diEerent programs." At this time, there is na
national licensing or regulation of mediators. As a result, canfi-

E RESOLUTION: N E C ~ I A T I O N
MEDIATIONANI3
92); ~ B E K L E EK.KOVACK,MEDIATION:PRINCIPLES
UTE

DICTIONARY242 (1994).

. GEN. STAT.8 50-13.1 (1996) (relating
(1996) (relating to mental health and

srtaees three major

af mediators; [Z] to

the mediating parties; and [3] to pro-

manner:
V. Confidentiality: A Mediator Shall Maintain the Reasonable Expectations of the Parties with Regard to Confidentiality.

ompare Texas ADR statute, TEx.CIV. PRAC.

The reasonable expectations
coddeatiality shall be met by the
depend
tatiuns o f ~o~dentiality
mediation and any agreements
shall not diselaae any matter th
dentrial unlesf~given permissio
quired by Iaw or other public policy.45

The drafters' comments to the confi
es may make their ow
r the accepted practice o
itution may dictate a particula
The comments also suggest that the pr
sessions be discussed with the parties.47
The Model Standards do not su st a uniform list of excepude any sugtions to the confidentiality rule,
for a reference
to convey confidentiali
addition, the
le expectations of the p
def Standards do not address the issue of the conflict between
e duty to maintain confidentiality in mediation and t h e
attorney-mediator's obligation to report attorney misconduct
under professional rules of conduct.
Yet it appears at ast some of the drafters were aware of the.
misconduct reportin requirement problem, In a previously
drafted American Bar Association
ule covering confidentiality in mediation,@the comment section addressed the conflict
created by the rules of professional conduct governing attorneys,
and nohd that each jurisdiction should draft exceptions as it saw

mediators includes coverage of v a r i o u s
principle of self-determination by the
ussion of these components i s b e y o n d
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[
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%
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50. See ABA Report, supra note 49, at 69-70.
51. W h e n discussing potential bases for confidentiality in mediation, it is
impo&tnt to distinguish between an evidentiary exclusion versus a privilege. Many
wnunentators, mediators, and even court opinions fail to distinguish between exclusion
a d privilege. See KQVACK, supra note 33, at 143-46 (quoting CHARLEST. MCCORMXCK,
IMGCO~IIMIGK
ON EVIDENCE
g 266 (John W. Strong ed., 4th ed, 1992)). An evidentiarv
exclusion prevents the admission of certain evidence at trial. It is aimed at keeping
that information out of the courtroom, regardless of the source. Evidentiary exclusions
generally d o not prevent disclosure of the information in other settings, such as in the
media. On the other hand, a privilege provides a broader scope of confidentiality
proktion. I t preventa disclosure of certain evidence during trial and in discovery, but
&so may prevent disclosure of information in other settings. A privilege is aimed a t a
specific individual, typically someone in a relationship that is recognized as a privileged
relationship. See id. For a full discussion of this issue, see id.
52. In states where a statute covering mediation confidentiality is in effect, that
statute will give guidance to parties. The following discussion covens other potential
bases for confidentiality arguments, including reference to the Federal Rules of
Evidence and Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Many states have enacted state
munkrparh of the Federal Rules discussed, and those state counterparts would give

uidentiary rules and
a, Federal Rlcle: of iFuidence
priuiiege,
(1)Common law privil
allows courts to create a earn
s. The rule states

:

Creating a mediathr~t.

ral Rule of EEyidence 50 1
law privilege t o cover certai

Except as othemise requhed by the Constitution of the
United States or provided by Act of Co
scribed by the Supreme Court pursuant
t, State, or politithe privilege of a witness, person, gove
the principles of
cal subdivision thereof shall be gove
the courts of tho
the common law as they may be int
United States in the light of reason and expe~ence."
xamples of t r a itional carnmon law-create
y-client privilege, doctor-patient privilege, a n
rivilege.h"raditianally,
when determining
, the courts have employed t h e four-pa

(1) f i e cornmudcations must originate in coxifidence that
they will not be dkclosed; (2) this element of confidentiality
must be essential to the full and satisfactory maintenance of
the relations between the padim; (3) the relation must be one
which, in the o p i ~ o nof the community, ought to be sednlously
fo'ostared; and (4)the injury that would inure to the relation by
the disclosure of the cornmications must be greater than the
benefit thereby gained for the correct disposal of l i t i g a t i ~ n . ~ ~

n the context of a mediation privilege, courts would likely
apply this same four-part h s t . The essence of finding a mediation privilege can be characterized as "the search for t r u t h versus the nurturing of mediation as a n attractive a n d effective
alternative to litigation."56

-

. CODE$ 1152 (West 1995) (
discussion, this Article

(2) Privilege creak

501 goes on to state that
the privilege sbaI1

tfmte statutes speak to an issue,

ee with state law."
create a mediation privilege

mediation in divarce, ali
cific Banpage stating th
communications
from either or bot
a proceeding pursuties ijn.the presence o
ant t~ this section are absolutely privileged and inadmissible in
~ o a r t . "Statutorily
~~
created privileges vary widely from state to
mation to be protected and who in
protected by the privilege. Legislaileges, such as the North Carolina
ive confidentiality protection to the
e generally upheld such statutes in
ce 408. Federal Rule of Evidence
408" provides an evidentiary exclusion for conduct and statements made durin settlexnent discussions. This rule can apply
by analogy
- - to the mediation process since mediation onen involves compromise negotiations.
owever, Rule 408 is fraught with exceptions, many of which
serious concerns as to whether essential portions of the
tion process would be deemed confidential. Under Rule

57. See FED. R. EVXD.501.
58. N.C. GEN.STAT. 4 50-13.2(19%) (emphasis added).
59. See id.
64. Cf. NLRB v. Joseph Macaluso, Inc., 618 F.2d 61, 66 (9th Cir. 1980) (upholding
a similar federal statute).
61, Federal Rule of Evidence 408 states in relevant part:
Evidttnce of (1) furnishing or offering or promising to furnish, or (2)
accepting or offering or promising to accept, a valuable consideration in

wmpromieing ar attempting to compromise a claim which was disputed as to
&her validity or amount, is not admissible to prove liability for or invalidity
of the claim or its amount. Evidence of conduct or statements made in
compromise negotiations is likewise not admissible. This rule does not require

r amount of a

62. See FED.K. Evm. 408.
63. See supm note 13 and accompanying text.
68. See %n. R, E m . 408.
66. Alan Kirtlcy, The Mediation Privilege's Tmnsition from Theory $a
Impbmttt-atio~z: Designing a Mediatcon Privilege Standard to Protect Mediatiam
PaPrcrPtcipants, the Pmes8 and the Public Interest, 1995 J. DISP,RESOL. 1, 13.
66. See Kent. C, Brown, Comment, Confidentialib in Mediation: Status amd
Imp.lications, 91 J. DISP. RESOL. 307, 313 (1991).
67. Another potential problem with using Rule 408 to protect rnediakiom
comunimtian &am disclosure is the fact that most of the options and ideas that are
generated during the mediation are not directly contingent upon one another, U n d e r
these dmatwcas, the infomation would not normally be protected by Rule 408. See
~ V A C K wpm
,
note 33, at 143-45.
A final concern underlying reliance on Rule 408 to grant confidentiality to the
mediation p m s s is that evidentiary rules do not exclude evidence in a s u b s e q u e n t
lawsuit over related claims raised after the mediation session. In United States E E O C
u. Air Line RI&s &As, International, 489 F. Supp. 1003, 1010 (D.Minn. 1980), mara&
on other gmuntls, 661 F.2d 90 (8thCir. 19811,the court allowed evidence from a prior
conciliation to prove atlocation of damages,
68. See KOVACK,
supm note 33, a t 143-45(quoting 2 C t r r ~ u T.
, ~M
~ ECCO~~CK,
McComrc~ON EVIDENCE
Q 266 (John William Strong ed., 4th ed. 1992)).
69. See id. (quoting ME. R. E m . 408(b) (excluding evidence of mediatiam
discussions for any pmpse)).
70. Brawn, supm note 66, a t 314.

ghbmants made
orders
an attempt ta keep
cussions privileged,
ies have entered into
for the confidentiali

mications made

a nanpady were to bring subsequent litigation, communicatiorls
made during the mediation could be allowed as evidence.74In
itsion, some courts strike own private confidentiality con-

. ll(eN6) (1996).

ment made in the course of any

tracts, finding th
evidence and thu

3. Common law protectiorc

Another potential basis to argue confi entiakity in a m d i a common law "relevancy rule," which is recogtion session is
nized by most
s . ? ~The relevancy rule allows the court *a
mclude evidence of a proposed compromise under the assumption that this information is not reliable evidence of the truth o
the offeror's clgm. As such, under the rele-vancy rule, %nly
actual offer of settlement" in a mediation procee
protected from d i s c l o s ~ r e .Conduct
~~
and independent s t a t e ments of fact made during the mediation, and even the offer of
settlement itself, would be admissible if a party could suecessfully argue it was being introduced into evidence to prove some-

en State Plaza Corp. v. S.S. Kresge Co., 189 A.2d 448, 458 W.J.
Super. Ct. App. Div. lM3).
But see Simrin v. Simrin, 43 Cd. Rptr. 376 (Ct. App. 19651
(holding that express confidentiality agreement with marriage counselor was v a l i d
because the public policy favoring preserving marriage outweighs the public policy
against suppressing evidence).
76. Parties may later seek t.a have the protective order modified or challenge the
validity of a protective order. Courts would ordinarily require the moving party ko
show that the order was improvidently granted or to demonstrate a compelling need
for the information. See NANCY H.ROGERS & C W G A. MCEWEN, MEDIATION:
LAW,
POLICY& Ruw~ce115 (Supp. 1998). In cases where the information sought is relevant
to another action and not available elsewhere, the court would normally weigh this
need itgainst the interests at st&@, including the fact that parties have relied on the
protective arder in freely engaging in settlement discussions. Parties and their
attorneys can increase the chance that orders will be upheld if they are certain to
include an acceptable justification for the order in the body of t h e order and restrict
its scope to those materials for which the order is justified. See id.
77. 8'm. R,Crv. P. 26(c),
78. See Assey, supra note 17, at 994.
79. Brown, supm note 66, a t 312.
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k Sfate sbtu;des

M a y states have nacted statutes that provide varying degrees of confidentiality in
grams. Some statutes
create a fill mediation
@ascreate more limite
the confidentiality guarante
tkr, many states have
igerent degree of confi
ation programs within the same state.s3
A review of case law in all fifty states reveals that each state
or focal court rule concerning confidentias one or more st
morass of statutes can best be theorotiee of confidentiality conferred on the
tions thereto. Using this paradigm,
statutes in the following categories:
r statutes, statutes safeguarding prolity statutes that promote the court's
ence, public protection confidentiality
on statutes, exceptions related to court administration
bject-matter-specific confidentiality
rd-keeping exceptions.
us statutes offer blanket protection to the mediation process without listing any exceptions.
Nany statutes state that all communications and documents
obtained during the mediation pracess are confidential and shall
. ~ ~ statutes
disclosed in any subsequent p r ~ c e e d i n g Some
that mediation proceedings are not subject to discovery

2

. CODE $ 3177 (We
te 38;compare

N.D.CE

or compulsory testim~ny.~"~n
o
so far as to state tha
any af the parties.*'
b. Waiver statute
statutes include an exception
o waive the c o ~ f i ~ a confiden.t;iality provisions when p
into account $A@
dentiality of the session,ss These
utility o f altowin parties do use i
discussed in a m
ation session in mutually a p e
tiom. However,
court has held tha% mediati
tiality statutes a m
nonwai~able.~~
c. Statutes safiguarding
contain a n exception to cconfid
sure is needed to protect ce
less able to protect themselv
the d i ~ a b l e dThis
. ~ exception is used frequ
progams dealin it% divorce, custody, and
allow mediators
port suspicions of child abuse.g1
d. Gonf"ienl.iality statuks that promote the court3s a n d
society's need for evidence. This category i
statutes desimed to address issues relat
tween a private justice system emb
ADR mechanisms, versus the trad
promotes the public airing of disputes and the accessibility of all

(West 1995)(excepting those otherwise

overable infor-

92, See NLRB v. Joseph Macaluso, Inc., 618 F.2d 51, 54 (9th Cir. 1980) (stating
t h e fu'undeunmznhl principle "that the public is entitled to eveq petson's evidence" (citing
Ermzbug v. Hayes, 408 US, 665, 668 (1976); U.S. v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331 (19501;
8 3mw 8,WIGMORE, EWENCE 9 2192, a t 70 (McNaughton rev. ed. 1961))); see also
la'r&w.i St&s v, Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 709 (1974)(recognizing that "tho need to develop
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all reievmt faetcr in tho adversary system is both fundmental and comprehensive").
93. See, e.g., h.
STAT.ANN. 9 61.183 (West Supp. 19971. A confidentiality
ez&ptdon for athenvise discoverable information ie a sound exception to the
cormfiderrtiality rule. Parties have a right to the discovery of information within the
cont~kaifittldesigned in each state's code of civil procedure or other rules governing
.%sersvwy in that jurieiliction. Some cases that go to mediation do not result in a
s t u m e n t &gmement between the parties. If the case then continues to litigation, the
papties sfrould be. allowed to use evidence that would otherwise have been discoverable
in the litigation setting. To rule otherwise would penalize parties for using the
mdiatian pracess and allow unethical parties to use the mediation process to bury
lnnrEeslrable evidence.
Such an exmptian also increases the likelihood that the confidentiality of the
mediatmzl session will be preserved upon judicial review if a party challenges the
mddentiality rule. Courts are much more likely to be comfort.ab2e with confidentiality
d tbe ndiation session if it does not prejudice subsequent litigation or parties' access
b evidence.
94. See, eg., MINN. STAT.ANN. 4 94.02 (West 1990). Some mediation
aon8dentiality statutes provide a specific exception stating that the rule supporting
rnd~ation confidentiality does not preclude admission of evidence obtained by
indepndent investigation, See id.
5 . Many confidentiality rt-tatubs recognize the conflict that would be created if
%we was not an exception to allow disclosures otherwise required by state statutes.
%@&ore, many statutes include a specific exception to mediation confidentiality for
~ 6 situ&llon.
s
See, e.g., h z . REV.STAT.
ANN. 8 12-2238 (West 1994); GOLO. REV. STAT.
-+!LVN, # 13-22-307(West Supp. 1996); KAN, STAT.
A;NN. 5 74-545(f)(4) (Supp. 1996)
(relating ta agficultural negotiations). Other statutes provide a n exception to
anfid'ldentklity when required by court order. See, e.g,, id. Creating an exwption for
"3ierr:Iosures required by statuten is a sound practice, balancing the importance of
wafidansality in mediation with the need for disclosure of certain Issues.
9Ci. One jurisdiction specifies an exception to prove the existence of an agreement
to a~&&b.
See IOWACODEANN, fi 216.15B (West 1996). Another jurisdiction's statute
sptities that disclosure is limited to instances of breach of the mediation settIernent
weemeat. See ME. REV. STAT.ANN. tit. 5, $ 4612 (West Supp. 1996) (concerning
tions of employment discrimination).
Cases V q fram one jurivdiction to another on whether settlement agreements
&@kg fnrm mediation sessions should be admissible in court. In Burnett u. Sea Land
gervlcrt, Pm,875 F.2d 741, 744 (9th Cir. 1989), the court held that according to W.
Dm* WASH.LOCALR. 39.1, discussions during the mediation were not admissible,
but iF a settlement agreement were reached, reduced to writing, and signed by the

access to the info
subsequent liti

aXiLy exceptions
t i ~ i p m t s ; ~(7)
' ex.

parties, it would be binding on the parties and adrniasibfe in court. Furthennore,
court: in In re M a r w e of A r m s , 860 S.W.Zd 590, 591 (Tex. App. 19931, refused
allow a party who had entered into a mediation settlement agreement to u n i l a t e r d b
repudiate that agreement afiter the fact under 7 % ~CR.
. PRAC.& RE
4 164.071(a) Vernon Supp. 1993). The court found that the agreement
in the same manner as any other written contract
negotiations." Marriage of h e s , 860 S.W.2d a t 592. In
463, 464 (Me. 19911, the court refused to compel a party under ME.REV.STAT. A
W
4
tit. I$, 4 665 (West Supp, 1990) to sign and submit to the alleged mediation agreement,
which the opposing party claimed it had reached during the mediation session, b u t had
not signed.
One shouid note that same jurisdictions have decided mediation agreements will
not be enforceable and binding unless certain conditions are met, Conditions may
include a provision in the mediated agreement stating that it is binding and a recital
that the parties have been advised of certain public protection rules in writing. See,
e.g., MINN. STAT,
ANN. 8 572.35 West 1988).
97. Some mediation contidentidity statutes contain a type of catch-all p k n e
stating that the confidentiality will be broken in situations where there is an ovemi&ng
need for access to the information. See, eg., COLO.REV. STAT.ANN. 5 8-1-115
Supp. 1996). This amorphous exception is unclear, Xeavlng parties wondering what
exactly could be meant by this type of information. This exception opens the d o o r far
a panoply of arguments by litigants wishing to challenge the confidentiality of kh.fie
mediation.
Some related statutes include additional language that confidentiality w i l l be
breached to "prevent a manifest injustice . . . [that] outweigh[sl the . . general
requirement of [protecting) confidentiality." OHIO REV. CODEANN, 8 2317.023(CK43
(Anderson Supp. 1996); see ako WLS. STAT.
ANN. $ 904.085(e) (West 1996) (seeking "to
prevent a manifest injustice of sufficient magnitude to outweigh the importance of
protecting the principle of confidentiality"). Other statutes narrow their exceptions
slightly with language that states that confidentiality will be breached a s n e e d e d f i r
third-party litigation fairness as determined by the judge. See, e.g., TENN.CODE Am
8 36-4-180(b)6"1 (1996) (relating to domestic relations). Nonetheless, this exception is
quite vague and likely to open the floodgates to parties who are unhappy with thar
mediated settlement or desire to chaIienge the confidentiality of mediation to some
other end.
breach confidentiality if particip
ent litigation over conduct occurri
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tians dealing wit
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dutles SOP,e g . , MOORv. Brewster, 96 P.3d 1210 (1996), cert. denied. 117 S. Ct. 961
(19917).This immunity was extended to arbitrators in the United States as early as
I88Q In fines v. Brown, 6 N.W. 140 (Iowa 1880). See also Kov~ce,supra note 39, at
2%-30. Oppnento of mediator immunity feel that mediators should be subject ta
lawsuit9 to protect the integrity of the mediation process and the parties involved
therein. See id. The court in Ha&
u. Dmpkin, 211 Cal. Rptr 893, 903 (Ct. App.
19903, held that nonjudicial persons who Fulfill quasijudicial functions intimately
nlated Lo the judicial process an given absolute quasi-judicial immunity from damage
daims w i ~ i n gfrom the performance of duties in connection with the judicial process.
99. See M ~ N STAT.
.
ANN. 8 595.02 (West Supp. 1997).
100. Kansas has statutes specifically providing for mediation of domestic disputes.
See %w,STAT.
A;NN. $$ 23-601 Lo -606 (1995). One statute contains a specific exception
to ~ ~ F e d e n ~ a istating
i t y that the mediator shall treat all information gained through
tke nndiation process as confidential and "shall not disclose any infomation except as
~ ~ s i t for
r ythe conduct of the mediation." Id, $ 23-605. No further guidance is found
in this lampage of the statute. This exception is unclear and invites litigants to attack
dentidity of the mediation process when it suits their purpose. A review of
law reveaEs no cases interpreting this statute to date.
101, MINPJ.STAT.
ANN. P 595.02 (West Supp. 1997).
lQ2. Id. 8 595,02(la)f3).
163. Most of these statutes limit the confidentiality exception to felony crimes. See,
e~g.,GOLO. REV. STAT,
ANN. g 13-22-307(2)(b)(West Supp. 1996). Some statutes mandate
di
in the case of less serious crimes. For example, New Hampshire's statute
m
"marital mediators" carves out a confidentiality exception when the marital
msdlakr has received information about a misdemeanor except in cases of adultery.
N.B. REV. STAT.ANN. 8 328-69 III(d) (1995).
Other statutes contain specific language allowing disclosure when a "mediation
Wmunication reveals the intent to commit a felony, inflict bodily harm,or threaten
f@fety of othem." COW. REV.STAT.ANN. 8 13-22-307 (west supp. 1996); Kw. STAT.
8 5-512 (1995). One state statute narrows the purview of this exception by stating
%at the exception only runs to an "immediate threat of physical violence against a
f m g 1 identifiable
~
victim or against the mediator." UTAHCODE ANN. 8 30-3-28 (1995).
f k m statutes also assert that nothing in the language of the statute may be
@nskud "ta pmit an individual to obtain immunity from prosecution for criminal
mduct."
SThT. ANN. Q 723.038(8) West Supp. 199'7). The criminal realm seems to

m.
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duress ar illegality,"
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threats o

eviden~e.'~"

related to court
xatiafity statute9
stating that if the parties arrive at a
ment, that settlement
manner. Some statutes

allowed ta report the outco
thtl, conclusion of the mediation session as long as nothing in the

be the one area where courts are most hesitant to extend confidentiality to mediakion
set&ons. This is perhaps due to the obvious concern for obtaining all possible relevmat
evidence in crimind prosecutions. For example, in State u. Castellano, 460 SO.2d 480,
48142 (ma.Dist, Ct. App. 1984),the court held that the public interest and disclosrrre
of information relating to a criminal case are greater than the public interest in
maintaining mediation confidentiality. However, in United States v. Gullo, 672 F. Supp.
99 (W.D,N.Y. 1987), the New York federal district court held that, even in d m i d
cases, all statements made during an alternative dispute resolution process should
held canfidential, The court used a four-factor balancing test to decide the
confidentiality question, weighing:
"[Fliret, the federal government's need for the information being sought i n
enforcing its substantive and procedural policies; second, the importance of
the mla~onsMpor policy sought to be furthered by the state rule of privilege
and the probability that the privilege will advance that relationship or policy;
third, . . . the special need for the information sought to be protected fin
each p d c u l w case]; and fourth, . . . the adverse impact on the local policy
that would result Fron non-recognition of the privilege [in each casel."
Id. at 10.2 [quoting United States v. King, 73 F.R.D.103,105 (E.D.N.Y. 1976).
104. See, e.g., B h . STAT. ANN. !j 723.038(8) (West Supp. 1997) (excepting
cmunications made in furtherance of a fraud or a plan to commit fraud); NEB.REV.
ST. 8 25-2914(1995).
105. Some such statutes contain a specific exception for "threats of imminent
violence to self or others." See, eg,, GA, R. CT.ADR V1I.B (1997).
106. Some statutes contain an exception to mediation confidentiality i n t e n d e d to
cover perjured evidence submitted at mediation proceedings. For example, an Iowa
statute states: "A mediator who has reason to believe that a [party] has given perjured
evidence concerning a confidential communication is not barred by this section &om
disdasing the h i s for this belief to any party to a cause In which the alleged perjury
occurs or to the appmpriate authorities." IOWA
CODEANN.!j 216.15B(3) (West Supp.
1996).
'I'hw s t a t u b create a problem for a mediator who wishes to appear and remdn
truly neutral. When the mediator shiRs h m an impartial third party with no d ~ i s j ~ n .
making authority to a credibility assessor and authority figure who may repart
suepected pedury, the sanctity of the mediation process is impinged.
107. See, e.g., MICH. COMP, LAWS ANN. !j 552.513(2) (West 1988) (relating
domestic relations mediation),
108. See,eg., UTAHCODEAm. 5 78-31b-7(1996).

tatuks also contain a spe-

ediation s e s s i ~ n . " ~
-spect"fi confidentiality
Ti@ statutes contain an
en&or public authori-

109. See, e.g., OR.REV.STAT. 8 36.205(4)(a)(1995).
110. See CONN.GEM. STAT.ANN. 8 46h-5%~)(West 1995) (applying to: pztrties

t issue on an expe
court regarding t
. Research and rec
confidentia~itystatute
poses of future study
tistical information
cords indicating whi
oses of evaluat;ing the effect;iveness of a particular
CONDUCT UNDER

ediation differs
As discussed previously, confadentia
from one program ko
widely from one jurisdiction to another
another. However, nearly every mechanism that promises c o n 6
dentiality in mediation includes a guarantee of some degree of
confidentiality to prevent mediator discIosure o f the information
shared during the mediation session, ofien with several exp
exceptions. All other communication that takes place during
mediation session is presumably held in confidence,
But, as is so often true in areas o f law and ethics, the i s s u e is
not that simpit?. Attorneys have reporting requirements irnpased
upon them by the Rules of Profess nal. Conduct when they have
knowledge of certain misconduct
a EeXiow
ever, a review of current law indicates the vast majority of s k a t e
statutes do not contemplate the conflict between the a%tt;tomey
disclosure requirements and mediation confidentiality, nor d o
they provide any mechanism for dealing with the conflict,221

tor, Cook County M a n i a g e

of the

"Duty to Squeal"

obligations to report unethical
analysis of the current law. The
eoretical "Commander-in-Chief"
long required attorneys to disttorney misconduct. Bednning
i c ~ first
,
enacted in
bject Lo rules requiring them to
misconduct. Canon 8 requires a lawyer with
f another lawyer stirring up litigation to inform
at conduct.t23Canon 28 was
supplemenkd with Canon 29, which instructs lawyers to "expose
without, fear or
efore the proper tribunals corrupt or disduct will set the stage
eriican Bar Association,

echoed in the later-codified
~ibi1ity.l~~
The Model Code
which are axiomatic norms
rations, which are desired
ahjectives for attorney conduct; and disciplinary rules, which are
rules of attorney conduct that are mandatory in nature.
rting requirement of the canons is echsciplinary Rule 1-1Q3,(DR103), which
requires a lawyer who obtains "unprivileged knowledge" of violations of the disciplinary rules by an attorney or a judge to report
this knowledge t o a "tribunal or other authority empowered to
investigate or act upon such vi~[lation."'~~
Several courts and
betrican Bar Association Ethics Opinions have construed DR 1103% reference to "unprivileged" information to include both
information that falls within the purview of the attorney-client
privilege and "client secrets."127

122. See ABA CANONSOF PROFESSIONAL
ETHICS (1926).
123. See id. Canon 28.
124. Id. Canon 29.

Rule 8.3 requires
that lawyer's hone

question as to the "Xawyer's honesty, trus
as a l a w y c ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~
Cu~ently,the rnajarity of states have adopted the Model
ules uE Professional Conduct. As such, most attorneys practicing in the United States are bound by t;fi revisions of Rule 8.3.
t have adopted the
Table 1 shows the forty jut.isdictions
ales and indicates the ethical rules foliowed by each of
the other ju~sdictions.

1 Conduct were first adopted by the American
rrent version is codified as MODEL RULES OF
refers to both the ABA Model Rules and
e adopted the Madel Rules, and two

the Model Rules, pending review by
Geraghty, American Bar Association
g that in referencing Model Rule 8.3 t h e a u t h o r
nduct reporting rule, Model Code

!

ment Repart, which predate
ized this problem.ls" 'l'he
ary agency in the United S
few athmsys have reported
misconduct.t34The comm
posed against both "atto
attorney misconduct.'"'"
A survey of the various r
the fifty states reveals the
some f o m of a misconduct reporting rule.13Wevertheless, rules,
even those with mandatory wording, have little effect if not uniformly followed by members of the bar. e misconduct report
ing rule is particularly diff~cultto enforce and monitor withou
widespread attorney participation. I t is extremely diff~icultLo
nlonitor the conduct of the vast number of attorneys practicingin the United States, especially considering the autonomy o f
s-ay-to-day legal practice, Reporting by fellow a$ars to be one of the few effective ways disciplinary
an consistently learn about attorney misconduct.
Obviously, if disciplina~yauthorities do not learn o f the rnisconduct, the authorities cannot punish either the guilty attorney or
an attorney with knowledge who failed to report.
Comment three to Rule 8.3 limits the attorney reporti
requirement '"0 those ofknses that a self-regulating professi
must vigorously endeavor to prevent."13' The language of R u l e
8.3 itself includes the term "substantial," indicating t h a t
misconduct must be more than negligible. Courts i n t e r p r e t i n g
Rule 8.3 and state counterparts t o this rule have run t h e provesb i d gamut from stringentIy requiring misconduct reporting and
ornment, To Disclose or Not to Disclose:
g 95

REP.AM. B.

745

r a l a w e r who fails to
~qrairensenbin certain cases.
C. Courts Emforce Reporting Re uiremenfs: In re Himmel an,d

After the landmark
abmptly learned that t
ale 8.3 and its eounte
linois Supreme Court
ort a fellow attorney" misconduct.

, Casey, converted a client's settled attorney Hirnrnel to recoup the
settlement with Casey in which the
isciplinary action against Casey.141
client agreed not to
isciplinary authorities of Casey's
Himme1 rawer noti
found to have violated Rule 8.3. la2
Court held that the duty to report misance and that discipline for breach of
court rejected Himmel's argument
t Casey's misconduct because he
baxned about the misconduct pursuant to privileged cornrnunications with his client. The court found the information to be
unprivileged, noting the client had discussed this information in
the presence of third parties.144
he Hirnrnel court rejected the broader "client secret" exception t o the reporting rule, which would have allowed Rirnmel to
withhold "other information gained in the professional relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate or the disclosure of which would be embarrassing or would likely be detri-

atal to the client,""5 Int~tead
that falls s t ~ c t l ywi
legeS1*"
he court also rejected Hi
report tho misconduct to the a
ecific request that a
uct of another af;t;orneydoes not pro
report misconduct.

ct on attorney

number jumped to 922 recorded reports.14"
In cases following Hirnmel, coul.ts have concurred with
Himmel" finding that lawyers who violate t h e reporting rul
subject to mandatory discipline, ala;2lough cases have di&
their intospretation of when reporting is man ated and w h a t
information is privi1eged.l4'
MODELC o w DR, supm note 126, 4-101(A).
See I n re Himme!, 583 W.E.2d at 794.
See id.
In 1996, there were approximately 602 reports; in 1995 there were 555
mporta; in 1994 there were 578 mportrs; in 1W3 there were 594 reports; in 1992 there
were 554 reports; in 1991 there were 533 reports; and in 1990 these were 681 r e p o r t s .
lntrjrview with Mary Andreoni, Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Committee, i n
Chicago, Ill. (Feb, 21, 1997).
149. See In re Estaslte of Stanford, 581 N.E.2d 842 (111. App. Ct. 1992) (holding that
a trial court judge acbd properly when he reported evidence of attorney fraud in an
estate case which was pending in his courtroom to the Attorney Registration a n d
Disciplinary Committee); Weber v. Cueto, 568 N.E.2d 513, 517 (111. App. Gt, 1991)
(echoing the Hiimmel court'9 proclamation that a lawyer who violates the reporting m l e
ia subject to mandatoq discipline, noting that this "absolute duty" to report cer-&ain
violations i e imposed on attorneys to promote the public good; the Weber court w e n t
ue were privilt$pd); I n
145.
146.
147.
148.
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in ]law-related areas,

sf attorneys representing parties in the mediation session

(atbrney-advocates).L52

ion the Practice of Law?
bate over whether mediation can be
ether an attorney-me-

ht? mveded without client consent. Rhode Tsfand's Rules of Professional Conduct give
iil more liberal interpretation to the range of information protected from disclosure than
the lllinclls Rule (which protects only infomtatlon strictly falling under the attorney
client, privilege). See MOREL RULES,supra note 120, Rule 8.3(a).
Similarly, in Attorney U v. Mmissippi Bar, 678 So. 2d 963 (Miss, 19961, the court
held that an attorney was not required to report the misconduct of an attorney who
had entered into an improper fee-splitting agreement. The Attorney W court set the
mporting standard as a test of whether "a reasonable lawyer under the circumstances
would have formed a firm opinion that the conduct in question had more likely than
not occurred and that the conduct, if it did occur, raises a substantial question as to
the pwpaftRd offender's honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness to practice law in other
rmpeets." Id. at 972.
Of interest is an American Bar Association Ethics opinion in which the committee
was preeented with the issue of whether a lawyer had a duty to report violatians of
attorney ethical rules which took place in a confidential arbitmtion session. The
committee declined to face the issue head on, instead deciding the case on another
iame.. See ABA Comm. on Ethics and Professional Responsibility, Informal Op. 1393
(1977).
150. See Irvine, supra note 49, a t 163-64.
151. See id.; John Lande, How Will Lawyering and Mediation Practices Transform
Each OthrF 24 FLA.ST. U. L. REV. 839, 897-98 (1997); Alison Smiley, Profemional
Codes @Fad Neutral Lawyering: An Emerging Standard Governing Nonrepresentational
A;nomgr Meddtrtwn, 7 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS213, 213-14 (1993). See generally James

H. Stark, Preliminary Reflections on the Establishment
CLEWICALL.REY. 457 (1996).

of a Mediation Clinic,

2

152. See Inrine, supra note 49, a t 163-64.
153. Most commentators agree that mediation is not the practice of law. See
generaEEy Bruce Meyerson, Lawyers Who Mediate Are Not Practicing Law, 14
&TBWATW TO HIGHCOSTLmo. 74 (1996); Sandra E. Purnell, The Attorney as
Media&-lnherent
Conflict of Interest? 32 UCLA L. REV. 986 (1986) (concluding
mediation is not the practice of law); Michael G. Daigneault, Lawyers As Mediators:

was acting as a mediator in a case between two friends who were
divorcing. The court refused to award malpractice damages to
the plairatig?finding she had failed to es
thedarnages
she suffered were proximately caused
ttlorney's negEigance."' This case illustrates the
ts face w h e n
attempting to define mediation an
tween m e d i a tion and the practice of law. Some states have enacted statu
attempting to remedy the situation.L66
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Some courts have hesitated to in
mediation issues.'57Nonetheless, i

t confidentiality in
t key decision, PO&

i
i

Traps . . . Pitfalls . . . b a r d s , FED. hw.,Jan. 1996, a t 10 (citing to a n i n t e r v i e w
with J. Michael Keating, Jr,). There are, however, a few notable exceptions. See, e.g.,
Carria, Menkel-Meadow, Is Mediation the Practice of Law?,1 4 ALTERNATIVES
TO
C W LEIG. 57 (19%) (arguing that a lawyer who mediates a case is actually engaged
in the practice of law),
Anather potential argument by an attorney-mediator is that because m e d i a t i o n i s
not the practice of law, he should not be bound by the Rules of Professional Canduct:
ing requirements of Rule 8.3
te. The preamble t o the Mo
rneys should be guided by t
t h in their profession of law
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the court e
$@#ware International, Inc. v.
bmey rules of professional conduct to mediators.
d the confusion surroun ing professional rules of coning an attorney
iator's conduct.
th the issue of when, if ever, an
The court was confront
between two parties
attorney who serves a s a mediator in a c
litigation mate m subsequently represent ogle of the pa
r,The court held mediators to
ards as attorneys
ator has received
and set forth t h e follo
"confidential
information in the course o
n, that mediaI
r
tar should not thereafter re
connection with
elated matter unless all
ent afker disclosure."159
ware helped to answer
ubsequent representaholding is in many
e Poly Software court
ther courts may fole attorney rules of
professional conduct on an ad boc basis. Most significantly, the
3:
f Po& Software decision paints out the need for a uniform set of
T ethical standards for attorney-mediators. Uniform standards
would keep attorneys from facing the dilemma of deciding which
! sat of rules to follow when the attorney rules of professional
:
conduct are in direct conflict with mediation rules.

i

i

i

i

C. Confidentiality Versus the Duty to Report Attorney
Misconduct

set of ree;ulat;ions
ough states have

rs to the attorney profes-

j

s

aaorney-mediators. This is
a1 with the conflict.

Eaeb jurisdiction s
ing confidentiality in

binding sets of rules.
2. The clash: ln re
As can be expected, this lack of direction for attorneys has

crvrrsed a great deal of concern among attorney-mediators. The
situation came to a head recently in I n re Waller.170fn Waller, an

attaney-mediator was mediatin
a medical malpractice lawsuit.

a court-ordered mediation of
court's mediation order in-

d the matter to

the court's o d ~ requiring
r
confidentialty of the mediation an
the attorney-mediator's obligation to report misconduct u n d e r
tho disciplinary rules.
The Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
affirmed t;he disciplira board's decision and focused on W d l e r ' s
and his impemissible conflict of interlie to the trial court j
~ 8 t . The
I ~ ~
court% intentional failure to address the breach of the
entiality of the mediation session highlights the lac
ce given t o the attorney-mediators on the issue.
y-mediator in this case was fortunate that the
his decision to arguably violate the court's order
mediation proceedings ~onfidentia1.l~~
rs may not find a court as supportive o

171. Id. at 781 n.4.
172. See id. at 781-82.

eeision that the need for reporting

tion if id appears to involve a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct or an attempt to shelter such a violation.'" This
system seems to place an undue burden on mediators and mediatian centers to make a very difficult
regarding an
attorney's inbnt to abuse the syste
pirrge the mediator's neutrality and the trust of the parlticipaumts
in the mediation-all essential elements for an effective mediation. Also, some mediators are not attorn s by training. To as
iatar to determine
ther an attorney
erahly circumvc;nt the attorney rules of prot is unfair. Further, even for attorneymediators,
cerkain individuals might understandably feel hesitant, if net
unqualified, to make this type of determination. Jurisdietiorm
would have to weigh the benefits of upholding the confidentialiky
of mediation sessions in their jurisdictions against the risk of
allowing anreported attorney miscan
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[evd of wmranting an ab

borne by attorney-mediators.
Exowever, for the same seasons discussed in Section
unsound, in that it would create a m
could exploit the mediation
ct in a confidential setting.

. COMGEUSIQN
uty to maintain confidentiality of
to report attorney misconduct is
e face of increased popularity of
mediation programs. A review o f state Iaw reveals that every
state in America has some statute or local court rule dealing
diation or alternative spute resolutian programs.18g
exceptions to the confidentialtes contain many vari
i t y rules. However, only one statute recognizes the conflict ereslted when an attorney-mediator is bound to maintain the confidentiality of the mediation session, while at the same tine subject to the Rules of Professional Conduct requiring him or her to
report fellow attorney misconduct.
Lack of uniform mles governing mediation conduct is a serious problem for the growth of the mediation profession. The
recent attempt by the American Bar Association, American Arbitration Association, and the Society for Professionals in Dispute
lution to enact Model Standards for mediator conduct lacks
ection on the conflict between confidentiality and the duty

Consent of the party
h z . REY. STAT. Communications a d
process are private and making the
ANN. 4 25381.16
(We& 1991).
Uarital&

camunicatjon.
confidential and shall
not be discovered or
admitkd into eevidence.

Domestic
Relations
irefenkg to
Court of
Canciliation

GAL. INS. CODE
8 10089.80
m s t Supp.

All comunications
and documenti,
obtained in process are
confidential.

Prior written
consent of both
parties.

Statements and
comunications are
confidential.

Information for
evaluation of
mediator o r
program, consent o f
all parhies i n
writing, or
otherwise
discoverable
information o r
information
required to evaiua'tje
the mediation
process or to comply
with reporting
requirements.

19971

(earthquake
insurance).

process are confidential

All parties consenl
or othenvise
discoverable
infomatian.

ercise privilege not
None.

osd-eonciliator

Mediations and all
communications are
confidentid and shall
not be disclo~ed.
Communications in
process are not subject
to discovery nor
compulsory testimony.

Otherwise
discoverable
informaGon,
consent of all
parties, written
agreement can be
used to show fraud,
duress or illegality
if relevant to an
issue i n dispute.

Mediation
communications are
confidential and may
not be disclosed,

None,

All information in
mediation is privileged
and cannot be received
into evidence.

None.

Communications and
documents are
confidential and shall
not be disclosed in any
subsequent proceeding.

Consent of all
parties to mediation
if documentary
evidence itself so
provides.

Communications and
None.
documents are
confidential and shall
not be disclosed in any
subsequent proceeding.

Gommunicatinna and

None.

@emding need for
access to
infomation in
connection with fl)
dispute resolution,
mediation or
administrative or
judicial proceedlag,
or (2) a cooperative
*Kart with another
subdivision of
govcmment.
Waiver.

ubmqusnt proceeding.
Communicating
party waives.

indmietrible in any

Must report if
parties attended
mediation.

None.
All dacumenb and
nega~ationsmmciated
w i t h mediation

Written consent of
all parties,
otherwise
di~coverable
information,
Prw=s
assessment.

Ail parties agree
executed settlement
agreement itself is
not confidential.
Communications in
regard to discipline
against mediator
are not confidential.
None.

communications.

Otherwise
discoverable
information,
communicationcl
made in furtherance
of a crime or fraud
or part of EL plan to
do so, and cannot
permit an individua
to obtain immunity
from arosecution for
criminal conduct.

Communications,
documents, and
information are
conEdential and shall
not 'be disclosed in any
subsequent proceeding.

Otherwise
discoverable
information and
written consent of
all parties.

Gommlmications,
documents, and
infomation are
confidential and s h d l
not be &@closedin any
subsequent proceeding.

Written consent of
all parties,
otherwise
discoverable
information.

Documents and
communications are
confidential and shall
not be disclosed in any
subsequent proceeding.

Threats of lrntninen
violence, child
abuse, third party
danger, otherwise
discoverable
information and
claims against
mediator or
progrm.

I

I Mediator
is to remind
participants of the

None.

confidentiality of the

Child abuse or
neglect, client going
to commit a crime
posing serious risk
of bodily injury or
death to another,
required by law, all
parties must
consent in writing,
otherwise public
information
mediator-party
disuute.
None.

None.
dediation process is
onfidentid-not
ubject to process
equiring disciosure of
sly matter,
ondidentidity
equirement may not
K? waived by the
~arties,media& is not
~ l carnmunications
1
are None.
onfidentid and should
lot &e disclosed in any
uhsequent proceeding.

:ommunications are
onfidential-not
ubject to process
equiring disclosure.
day not be waived by
he parties,

None.

locuments and
ommunications are
onfidentid and shall
aat be disclosed.

Mediator has reasoil
to believe or has
been given perjured
evidence,
governmentat
subdivision as a
party, mediation
ariaing h m a
criminal complaint,
unless otherwise
provided in chapter

P

U1 information,
iocumenb, and
:ornmunications are
tonfidentlal.

Mediator has m3SQl
to believe or has
been given perjured
evidence, to prove
the existence of the
mediation
agreement and ita
terms, unless
otherwise provided
in chapter, in a
dispute regarding
the exietence of a
mediation (whether
it exists, the terms,
and conduct),
mediator can
testie.

owa

Same a s provided
for in Iowa Code
Ann. 8 679.12 West

Claims again& t h e
mediator, any
inform ation
required to report
either by statute o r
court order, any
inform ation
reasonably
necessary to stop
the commission of
an ongoing crime or:
fraud or to prevent
the future
commission of such.
confidential and are

Same as Kan .Stat.
Ann. 9 5-512 (19951.
supra.

Necessary for the
conduct of the
mediation, required
by Iaw, commissionv
of a crime during
the mediation
process.

KY. R. CT. 3.815
Rules of Sup.
3.-resolving
ilsputea by
nediation,
hindindnonoinding
arbitration).

%yagreeing to

nethod authorized in
his Rule, the parties
gree to hold In
onfidence the award,
dl records, documents,
iles, eB. and such
vecords shall not be
tpened to the publie or
o any prson not

LA.R.NEW
DRI,EANS1 CITY
CT. R. 30 (pilot
mediation
program).

ME.REV, STAT.
ANN. tit, 24,
1 2857 (West
Supp. 1996)
(health security
act).

ME. REV.STAT.
ANN.tit. 26,
$8 965,1026,
1285 (1988)
(labor disputes)

3isclosed is privileged.

Criminal
proceedings.

Final agreemen$
incorporated into
caurt order.

All parties consent
in writing, actions
against the
mediator, otherwise
subject ta discovery,
subsequent action
between mediator
and party.

person are considered
confidential and are
not to be disclosed.

Necessary to carry
out duties in
resolving the
dispute, information
from infomant
involved in a crime
or who i s ta victim
from a violation of
this Act.
Does not preclude
evidence obtained
by independent
investigation.

Sessions are private
and a11 communicati:ions
ape mfidenllal and
not to be used eu3
evidence in any
subsequent judicial or
administrative
proceeding.

Child abuse or
neglect defined in
Neb. Rev, Stat, 28710 s h d l be
reported to district
judge for in camera
hearing to
determine if an
investigation i s
warranted and final
agrmment between.
the parties.

Stakments and
communica~onsare
confidential and
privileged and shall not
be used as evidence or
subject to discovery.

Writton consent and
otherwise
discoverable
information.

All financial data is
confidential.

All parties consent.

Process should ensure None.
confidentiality and may
only report to the court
whether the mediation
was successful or not.

Communications or
statements made in
mediation are not
subject to discovery,
neither may they be
used a s evidence.

0thewise
distcoverable
information.

Seasions are private
Child abuse.
and all communications
are confidential and
cannot be disclosed
even upon waiver by
the parties.

Same a s N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. 328C9,
Pupa, or abuse.
Jew Jersey

Commission of a
crime.

Sew Mexico

fn the court's
discretion.

%w York

confidential and shall
not be admissible into

\Jew York

J.Y. Jon. LAW
W. 9 849-b
McKinney
992)
community
lispute
esolution
enters
~rogram),

Vorth Carolina
family law).

All files, documents,
communications, and
information of a
mediator are
confidential and not
subject to disclosure
and any
communication is
confidential.

Written agreement
or decision i s
available to a court
which has
adjaurned a pendin1
action pursuant to
170.55 of the
criminal procedure.

Sessions are private
and confidential and a1
communications are
absolutely privileged
and inadmissible in
court.
reporting

Information gathered Is
confidential and not
subject to open records
requirement.

Wrltten consent of
all parties or
pursuant to court
order upon showing
of good cause.

All communications
and documenta are
confidential and are
inadmissible as
evidence in any
proceeding.

None.

Communications are
confidential and shall
not be disclosed in any
subsequent civil or
administrative
proceeding.

All parties to t h e

Any information, files,

communications, or
documents are
privileged and
confidential and are
not considered public
record.
All documents and
communications are
confidential

mediation and the
mediator coment,
reporting
requirement,
necessary to
prevent a manifest
injustice that
outweighs
importance of
confidentiality,
otherwise
discovera bie
information, a
signed written
settlement
agreement.
Actions against the
mediator.

Written agreement,
waiver, action
against mediator,
otherwise
discoverable
information

)R. REV,STAT.

107.179 (1995)
child custody),

:ommunications are
~rivilegedand
onfidential and are
lot admissible as
vidence in any civil or
riminal procmding.

!.I1 sessions are private
107.600 (19955: md dl communications
~ n ddocuments are
domestic
anfidential and shall
elations lot be disclosed in any
onciliation).
ubsequent proceeding.
)R. REV.STAT.

k.
REV. STAT.
135.957 (1995:
mediating
riminal
~Ee~ensesj.
8

Pennsylvania

?A. STAT.
ANN.

i t . 43, $211.34
West 1992)
domestic
*elations).

None.

Waiver, petition
tiled under 107,550,
written conciliation
agreement or any
court order upon
written
authorization by
judge of court.

U1documents are
onfidential and
vritten agreements
~ignedby the parties
nay not be used as
!videme of liability or
wilt.

Written agreement
of parties, mediated
agreement itself is
not confidential
unless agreed to
otherwise in
writing, actions
against the
mediator, otherwise
discoverable
information that
was not prepared
specifically and
actually used in
mediation, general
statistical
information about
mediation cases in
general, records
indicating which
cases have been
referred to
mediation,
mediations
conducted by public
bodies.

[nformation obtained

None.

Rhode Island

R.I. GEM.LAWS
8 9-19-44@upp
1996)
(evidence).

Rhode Idand

R.I. GEN.LAWS Conlmunications are
8 15-6-29(1996) privileged and not
admissible as evidence
(domestic
relations).

South Carolina

All documents and
communications of
mediator are
confidential and not
subject to disclosure in
any subsequent
proceeding,

Not applicable ta
coIlmtctlve
bargaining
mediation.

None.

in m y civil or criminal
proceeding.

8.C. CODEANN. Mediation conferences
$ 8-17-860(Law are confidentid,

Co-op. Supp.
mediatar may not be
1996)(employee compelled by subpoena
or otherwise to divulge
grievance).
recorde or
communications.

AIl communications
and documents
reasonably made
are confidential.

None.
Any communications
LAWSANN.$25- and docurnenb are
confidential and
4-60(Michie
inadmissible as
Supp. 5996)
(domestic
, evidence in any
relations).
proceeding. Mediator is
not subject to
subpoenddiscovery.
Tennessee

TENN,CODE
ANN. 8 16-20102 (1994)
(victim-offender
mediation).

1 maintain
Mediation data must
the
confidentiality and
anonymity of all
I participants. All
communications are
confidential.

Must provide
written agreement
or decision to
referral source.

TEx. CIV. PMC.
L REM.CODE
ANN. 8 154.053
(Supp. 1997)

WR).

TEx. CIV. m c .
L REM.CODE
ANN. B 154.073
(Supp. 1997)

(ma).

which transpires
during process.

UTAHCODE

ANN. 94 30-317.1,30-3-28
(1995) (divorce)

All session are private
and all communications
and documents are
confidential and may
not be disclosed in any
subsequent praceeding.

of undue delay or
proving an effort to
obstruct iicriminal

against mediatar for

Mediahrs shall
maintain strict
confidentlaliw with
respect to all
information from
parties and is subject b
Rule 408.
Me&ation proceedings
and commu~cations
are confidential and
inadmissible as
evidence in any
subsequent praceeding
or discovery. Mediator
cannot be subpoenaed
to testify.

Child abuse or any
evidence necessary
to prevent a
manifest injustice
which outweighs
keeping mediation
confidential,
statistical research
and evaluations,
child abuse and
other discoverable
information.

A party to the
mediation has a
privilege to refuse to
disclose and to prevent
all mediation
participants from
disclosing confidential
communications and
mediator may claim
privilege on behalf of
party. All
communications are
confidential if not
intended to be
disclosed to a third
party.

Written agreement,
future crime or
harmful act, child
abuse, information
otherwise
discoverable,
judicial enforcement
of mediated
settlement,
stipulation of
settlement made
between two or
more parties,
parties can stipulate
that mediator may
investigate the
parties, and
evidence necessary
to prevent a
manifeat injustice
outweighing
importance of
confidentiality.

All financial data are
confidential and not a
matter of pubfic record

None.

